LOOMIS COIN SERVICES

Loomis Coin, Note & Float
Delivery Services
Coin and change delivery solutions
Coin and change delivered when you need
them - even at short notice.
If your business, shops or public sector service outlets
need regular deliveries of coins, Loomis can provide
the exact service you’ve been looking for.
When you work with us, we ensure you have the coin
you need, when you need it — and that all your surplus
coin is collected, counted and banked securely and
as quickly as possible.
When delivering and collecting coin, we take full
liability while it is in our care — and we offer you the
same high levels of security as our normal Cash &
Valuables in Transit service.
This reduces opportunities for cash shrinkage and
protects your staff from the risk of attack — trips to
the bank become a thing of the past.
Loomis coin services are reliable, fast and secure.
When you need coin, we make sure you get it —
meaning you don’t have to worry about whether
you’ll have the coin you need to keep your operations
running smoothly and profitably.
Fast coin ordering and delivery
Ordering your coin is easy - simply phone our 24-hour
automatic ordering system to request your coin (and
notes, if required).
If you place your order before midday, then your
cash will be delivered from your local Loomis branch
the following day — in the exact quantities and
denominations you asked for.
Secure coin collection
If you take a lot of coin from your customers, we can
collect it daily or whenever you need to bank it.
We collect coin as part of our normal cash collections
or use a specialist bulk coin vehicle, depending on the
volume of coin to be collected.

Whatever the denomination or volume, Loomis’ coin &
float delivery services can meet your needs

Your coin is then processed at one of our coin centres
and then deposited at the bank of your choice.
And if you need us to collect coin at short notice,
just call us — we’ll be there within 24 hours.
What our customers say:
“Our amusement arcades need a huge supply of £1 coins.
Our previous supplier was unreliable and up to £20,000
could get locked in its system for months at a time. We
didn’t get our money fast enough and we lost interest on it.
Since switching to Loomis, we’ve received a very personal
service — an efficient supply of coin by friendly operatives
who are known to our staff. Best of all, Loomis is responsive
and flexible. If we need extra coin or stocks run low, they’re
there to help — and they deliver on their promises.”
Representative
Major UK amusement arcade owner

Loomis UK Limited, 1 Alder Court, Rennie Hogg Road, Nottingham, NG2 1RX.
Tel - 0845 309 6419 or speak to us on Live Chat @ www.loomis.co.uk
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